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There is a situation here that people need to understand. Satan is not some
"Good" or "Ultimately Good" type of 'God'. Because Satan is not a hypocrite.

Satan does not promise to this world an end to materialism and all the values
such as 'super spirituality', which the enemy professes. Satan knows better than
anyone else the obstacles, challenges, and where or what humanity can or
cannot become. This comes from the simple fact that Satan is realistic. Satan
was always a natural God. If you want to be Just, you have to send people to
prison, and absolve the people who did nothing wrong. "Evil" becomes a
necessity and way of life, if you want to maintain good, and you have to be 'evil'
everyday in order to do any good. This is entwined in nature, and it's undeniable
natural law.

According to the enemy, they are 'good', and we are doing them 'total evil'. When
someone does something, you are always evil in the perception of someone, and
always good to the perception of someone else. One just observes a judge and
they can see it. You give this guy a ticket, you're good with society. You don't give
this guy a ticket, you're not good with society.

The jewish way of trying to 'end evil' is to castrate humans and rob them of their
will, and equalize them forcibly, as to avoid 'evil' and 'wrongdoing'. If you are a
golem with a microchip in your brain, you will not get tickets, because you'll be a
borg. Perfectly legal in all your works, and the perfect slave. A world of 'universal
peace' will be in place. Nobody will step out of line, as the people will be borgs,
and borgs do not step out of line. "Resistance is Futile, Enjoy Universal Peace"
*borg sounds*.

Complaining about 'evil' is useless, and it serves nowhere. Nature has relations
of domination, positive, and negative. I don't fight the jews because I consider
myself to be a good guy Cobra like the Middle Ages and their "Good Guys Take
Jerusalem" type of retarded shit. Because such knights are the easiest to give
them another 'good' objective in order to get them to do the stupidest things.
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Likewise, I do not personally fight this war because of heavenly affairs, or
because I want to be praised as a 'good' person in all eternity, either. Nor
because I want to go to my own version of heaven. If you're into this for that,
you're still a christian in the soul and the mind. The christian can go on a murder
spree against children if one provides sufficient proof that these kids are 'muslim'
or 'pagan'. The sense of judgment is lacking, one is essentially an animal. There
is no logic or evaluation - just the promise of heavenly jerusalem coins to spend
in a future that does not exist.

Christians are fools. Because somebody told them that if they kiss jewish ass for
all eternity then they are good, and so they just lick it real well and clean. Then
they complain when they get crapped in the face. This cycle of licking and
crapping is the relation between the Christian and the Jew.

Satan is the only good guy because he is not a good guy or a bad guy. He is just
what he is, just and truthful. If you don't like the way how the universe works, and
you want a 'gud boi goddie' you might as well become a christian, because Satan
is both the epitome of wrath, hatred, and destruction, as he is the epitome of
understanding and also, if logic coincides, forgiveness, too.

If one asks themselves why they follow Satan rather than anyone else, they will
understand that the more of the love one feels is because Satan can punish,
guide, and so forth, and not because Satan is some good boi that wants to make
mankind into all equal Teletubbies. If you want to live in a world like Teletubbies,
something is wrong in your head, and you need to see that you get it fixed, or
reality will fix it for you by brutalization and negativity until you understand what is
wrong, or else perish.

The reality is also that we are 'better' than the enemy, since, simply, we accept
the evil part of nature, and we seek to see how to deal with it with other
measures like justice, courts, and understanding. The enemy simply banishes it,
and exorcises evil, and the world got consumed by this weakling Teletubbies
behavior of the enemy.

This world is a world of fighting and war. Those who do not want to live inside
such a world can pretend to be Teletubbies, but only for so long: Reality will



come at them and destroy them for their insolence. One has to permanently fight
and clean, and there is nothing wrong in this world either, other than the falsified
idea that it should be different because people are too weak to accept it as it is.

Many also transfer the same mentality in Satanism, and they make the jews be
the bad guy in their own Teletubbies universe, without accepting the innate
negative part of nature. Even the enemy builds on top of the natural evil to inflict
evil. Worms do not grow where there is nothing rotting. The enemy casts curses
to intensify and hasten the rot. Teletubbies and idiots do not have a place in
Spiritual Satanism.

If you seek a future of Teletubbies where the Sun only Smiles and doesn't do any
Solar Flares to burn people like cockroaches, you're looking down at the fake
future. As to what fakeness this level causes in the short term, of course, it's fun.
Nothing better is made by people believing in Teletubbies stories either.

This led to an escalating situation where the Teletubbies then got possessed by
the spirit of the jew: The original crippled Teletubby, who wanted to become Darth
Vader, and had to fool the other disabled to make them into Darth Vader, by
telling them good social Teletubbies dreams about equality and goodness; and
how them becoming Darth Vader was only a measure to uhm… Teletubbize the
world, and promote equality, and all the rest of the jewish crap.

The jew told his sheep that they will live 'forever in christ in the second coming',
and what is the result? People live in the lowest decadence level today, waiting
for what will never come. The jew is the master of decay because he introduced
this type of thinking to people, which is a complete contrast to anything logical,
natural, or truthful. It's against development in the future, and against the past,
and against the very essence of the present. Destroying as a result the world,
and every form of development.

Even in the hearts of the worthless Teletubbies, there is something that makes
them feel like shit when they see something better, but they just cannot escape
their own Teletubbyism.

Humans are made out of Teletubbies when they admit that "Uhm, I don't want to
be a Teletubby forever. I do not like this state of existence. I want to get better".



And this is the original Devil talking naughty and non-jewish thoughts into the
mind of the Teletubby, to help it develop from its sorry state.

Anyway, guys. Cheers, and keep up the good work in developing, and don't
forget to HAIL SATAN:
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Reply from [a Forum Member]:

Satan is a Good God, as He was called in the ancient world "The Good God",.
However, this term means virtue to be free of spiritual corruption is to be free of
moral corruption, which is the meaning of Good.

The ability to commit to force for virtue is justice and what is righteous. Our
Aryan Sages and Gods have told us for thousands of years the Sanatana
Dharma has to be defended to maintain a world of righteousness. To live with a
pure heart is to defend what is good with a pure soul.

To have no justice and be all merciful is to punish the innocents instead of the
wicked, by allowing the wicked to prey on those who are innocent and destroy
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the moral spiritual order of truth.

It’s morally wrong to tolerate evil and that is the spiritual teaching of our ancient
Sages and Gods. The archetype of hero always fought for good against evil. We
can't let the enemy spiritually and morally disarm us, or they will conquer us by
the violence of lies and the brutality of force.


